
Planting Trees the Day before 
the Doomsday 

Islam and the Environment 



Some Teachings of the Prophet Muhammad 

• “If one of you is going to plant a cutting and the Doomsday comes, 
one should still plant it.” 

• “None of you is a believer until he loves for his brother what he loves 
for himself.”  

• Do not waste water, even when purifying yourself for prayers, and 
even if you have a river flowing beneath you. 

• Do not waste even a morsel of food, for you do not know which one 
God has especially blessed. 



Last century: 1890-1990 

 

• World population Up 4 times 

• World economy  Up 14 times 

• Water use   Up 9 times 

• Energy use   Up 16 times 

• CO2 emissions  Up 17 times 

• Marine fish catch  Up 35 times 

 





Industrialization of Food Production 

What it takes to produce 1 calorie of food 

• 1970’s: 0.4 calories of fuel 

• Today: 10 calories of fuel! 



Some consequences 

• By the end of the century: habitation of 850 million people 
underwater 

• One billion people lack clean drinking water (that's 1 in every 5); each 
year, 1.6 million children die due to unclean water (total estimate is 3 
million people).  

 



Inequality 

• Over the 20th century: the US comprised 5% of world’s population but 
consumed over 30% of world’s resources 

• 1% in the US own roughly 94% of US wealth 

• US greenhouse gas production (which is the chief cause of global 
warming) = that of 150 developing nations put together (Speth 28) 

• US Oil consumption = 21 million barrels per day = Japan + Germany + 
Russia + China + India all put together  

• Of the stuff we consume, only 1% is still in use after six months! 



Today 

• The rate of CO2 emissions has tripled in the decade from 1990's to 
2000's  

• Economic inequality is increasing domestically in the US and in the 
world 



Who did it? 

• (Unbridled) Capitalism 

• The idea of progress 

• Technology over science or wisdom 

• Individualism  

• Materialism  

• Modernity  



Some Seers 

•  Martin Reese, British physicist and fellow of Royal Society declares:  
“Odds are fifty-fifty that our present civilization will make it to the end of the century.”  

• Iqbal (~1911):  
"Your world will take its life with its own dagger;  

A nest on so faint a bough does not last" 

• Albert Einstein (1940’s) 
“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.”  

• Scientist and Nobel Laureate Isador I. Rabi lamented 
"Our epoch in history, which has produced one of the greatest achievements of the 
human race many be passing into a twilight that does not precede the dawn."  

 



Judge Posner, quoting from President Bush’s 
Bioethics Council report  
[What we face is the threat of] an increasingly stratified and 
inegalitarian society, now with purchased biological enhancements, 
with enlarged gaps between the over-privileged few and the under-
privileged many; a society of narcissists focused on personal 
satisfaction and self-regard, with little concern for the next generation 
or the common good; a society of social conformists but with shallow 
attachments, given over to cosmetic fashions and trivial pursuits; or a 
society of fiercely competitive individuals, caught up in an ever-
spiraling struggle to get ahead, using the latest biotechnical assistance 
both to perform better and to deal with the added psychic stress." 
(Posner, Catastrophe, 5-6) 

 



• British Scientist, James Lovelock:  
“We are so obsessed with the idea of progress and with the betterment of 
humanity that we regard retreat as a dirty word, something to be ashamed of.” 

• Canadian professor of International Affairs, Homer-Dixson, writes 
"Environmental disasters. Terrorist wars. Energy scarcity. Economic failure. Is 
this the world's inevitable fate, a downward spiral that ultimately spells the 
collapse of societies? Perhaps, [but] perhaps these crises can actually lead to 
renewal for ourselves and planet earth." How? we might ask. He points out two 
possible trajectories that the world might follow: total, sudden collapse or 
gradual breakdown.  

 



• “You cannot truly believe in God until you have mercy.” Said the 
Prophet Muhammad. “We are all merciful, O Messenger of God.” “I 
do not mean mercy only for your dear ones, but mercy for people at 
large, mercy for all things.” 

 



Glocal Communities 

• Local communities 
• Communities of virtue 

• Global communities 

• Human community 



Some Thoughts on a Solution 

• Moral, rational communities 

• Faith and spirituality  

• local and global 

• Containing fanaticism and narrow-mindedness 

• Communities in dialog 

• Science without blind faith in technology 

• An ethics of hope: planting trees the day before the Doomsday 



 


